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ashwini deshpande1 forthcoming in ^capitalism on trial: explorations in the tradition of thomas weisskopf _
editors: jeannette wicks-lim and robert pollin publisher: edward elgar publishing inc. (northampton, ma).
expected publication year 2012. research institute political economy - peri - ann arbor. the conference
took place on september 30 - october 1, 2011 at the political economy research institute, university of
massachusetts, amherst. the full collection of papers will be published by elgar ed-ward publishing in february
2013 as a festschrift volume titled, capitalism on trial: explorations in the tradition of research institute
political economy - peri - gar edward publishing in february 2013 as a festschrift volume titled, capitalism
on trial: explorations in the tradition of thomas e. weisskopf. the volume’s editors are jeannette wicks-lim and
robert pollin of peri. since the early 1970s, tom weisskopf has been challenging the foundations of mainstream
economics and, capitalism on trial - e-elgar - capitalism on trial explorations in the tradition of thomas e.
weisskopf edited by jeannette wicks-lim, assistant research professor and robert pollin, professor and founding
co-director, political economy research institute, university of massachusetts-amherst, us this volume presents
a collection of essays honoring professor thomas e. cv michael ash - umass amherst - trial: explorations in
the tradition of thomas weisskopf, jeannette wicks-lim and robert pollin, editors. 2013 comment on \reducing
growth to achieve environmental sustainability: the role of work hours" (knight, kyle, eugene a. rosa, juliet b.
schor) in capitalism on trial: explorations professional employment - the university of utah - (eds.),
capitalism on trial: explorations in the tradition of thomas weisskopf, edward elgar, pp. 81-98 (2013). “beyond
capitalism,” chapter 37 in marty wolfson and gerald epstein (eds.), handbook of the political economy of
financial crises , oxford: oxford university press, pp.736-752 (to be published in october 2012). brief
curriculum vita - college of lsa - “morally arbitrary economic advantage,” in capitalism on trial:
explorations in the tradition of thomas e. weisskopf, ed. by jeannette wicks-lim and robert pollin, (elgar 2013),
pp. 395-407. book reviews: "review of john e. roemer, free to lose," journal of economic behavior and
organization, 12 (1989), pp. 262-265. social structure of accumulation theory volume i terrence ... - c
extensions to this macromodeling tradition 32. edwin melendez (1990), 'accumulation and crisis in a small and
... capitalism on trial: explorations in the tradition of thomas e. weisskopf, chapter 11, cheltenham, uk and
northampton, ma, usa: edward elgar publishing, 165—86 955 . robert n. pollin distinguished professor of
economics and ... - 2. new perspectives in monetary macroeconomics: explorations in the tradition of hyman
minsky (with g. dymski), university of michigan press, 1994. 3. the macroeconomics of saving, finance, and
investment , university of michigan press, 1997. ... capitalism on trial: explorations in the tradition of thomas e.
weisskopf (with j. wicks-lim ... robert h. jackson and the nuremberg trials: justice and ... - robert h.
jackson and the nuremberg trials: justice and diplomacy i n november 1945, twenty-two defendants, minus
martin bormann, “who was pros-ecuted in absentia,” had to face the begin-ning of the trials that would
determine their fates, which, for many of the former nazis, meant execution.1 these were known as the
nuremberg trials. william a. darity, jr. - duke university - william a. darity jr.”confronting those affirmative
action grumbles” (in jeannette wicks-lim and robert pollin eds.) capitalism on trial: explorations in the tradition
of of thomas e. weisskopf edward elgar 2013 pp.215-223 . alan aja, daniel bustillo, william darity jr., and
darrick hamilton “jobs instead of
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